This work gives a comprehensive description of Arctic polynyas based on high resolution surface temperature (MODIS) We would like to thank the Prof. Göran Björk (referee #2) for his valuable comments and remarks. We carefully went over the mentioned parts of the manuscript. Specific comments will be addressed in the following.
for the ice density and latent heat of fusion (Lf), we followed earlier studies (e.g. Willmes et al. (2011) , Tamura and Ohshima (2011), Iwamoto et al. (2014) ) to ensure comparability of achieved results. These studies followed an even earlier characterization of sea-ice formation mechanisms by Martin (1981) . Thank you for this interesting remark. Indeed, these broad lead-structures in the Beaufort Sea (related to the clockwise rotation of the Beaufort Gyre) have been previously described e.g. by Willmes and Heinemann (2015, Remote Sens., doi:10.3390/rs8010004) , who also used MODIS TIR data, and also by Röhrs et al. (2012 , TC, doi:10.5194/tc-6-343-2012 , who used coarser resolution AMSR-E passive microwave data for their analysis.
Page 12 Line 2. It is interesting to see persistent leads well off the shelf in the Beaufort
What is interesting in the present study though, is the relatively high persistence of these leads (so that they are not discarded from our daily thin-ice distributions) together with apparently distinct favorable locations of appearance so that they appear in the these interannual frequencies of TIT ≤ 0.2m. Therefore, we added the following statement "(…) leads are mainly located in the area of the Beaufort Sea and north of Greenland (shear zones) which can be attributed to their relatively high spatial and temporal persistence. (…)".
Page 12 Line 3. I can't see the leads along the Transpolar drift in figure 4. The central area around the North Pole appears to be without leads in the figure.
The referee is correct with this remark, as we were aiming to highlight enhanced TIT frequencies in the Atlantic sector of the Transpolar Drift (~Fram Strait region; see above for FEB). However, as frequencies are quite low and mainly located outside our indicated regions of interest (i.e. polynya margins; Fig.1 We slightly changed the sentence in order to make it less confusing, so that it now reads: The referee is right that characteristics of the fast-ice edge might be difficult to assess for readers who are unfamiliar with the topic. This is especially true when showing plots that integrate over the period from Nov.-Mar., and therefore inhibit different stages of fast-ice development. However, a complete mapping / marking of these areas is a quite challenging task and definitively not feasible for this present study. In order to address your remark, we decided to keep most of the figures as they are (except for Fig.9 where we inserted the approximate average position of the fast-ice edge at the end of March; see below) and put more effort on describing the characteristics.
P21 Line 9. IAE need to be defined better. Is it the export just outside the Laptev Sea or what?
To quote Krumpen et al. (2013) , the ice area flux is calculated as the integral of the product between the U and V component of the ice drift velocity and ice concentration at the northern boundary (NB) and eastern boundary (EB) of the Laptev Sea. In their study, a positive flux (given in km²) is referred to an export out of the Laptev Sea into the Transpolar Drift and East Siberian Sea, while a negative flux denotes to an import into the Laptev Sea. Please refer to the mentioned study for more details on the data sets, calculation procedure and outcomes.
The geographical locations of these two boundaries (NB/EB) on which meridional and zonal ice area flux estimates were based in Krumpen et al. (2013) are now additionally illustrated in Fig.9 (see below, cyan solid lines in the inset) and some further explanation on the IAE values are now given in the manuscript. (Fig. 4) ). Flux gates from the study by Krumpen et al. (2013) Jakobsson et al. (2012) (IBCAO v3.0) .
at the northern (NB) and eastern (EB) boundary of the Laptev Sea are shown in the inset map (grey solid lines). Bathymetric data by
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